
Week 2 Prompt:

What kind of self-reflection experiences did you have in your freshman English
class? What have you learned (related to self-reflection or writing in general) that
has stayed with you and supported your writing?

In my freshman English class, the experience of self-reflection was instrumental in improving my
writing skills. I learned to critically evaluate my work, identifying areas of strength and areas that
needed improvement. This process of self-reflection allowed me to understand my writing style,
the common mistakes I make, and ways to refine my arguments.

Week 3 Prompt:

Analyze the rhetorical situation of your Freshman Portfolio. For those few students who do not
have one only: analyze the rhetorical situation of your Freshman English research paper/project

The rhetorical situation of my Freshman Portfolio involved considering the purpose, audience,
context, and content. The purpose was to demonstrate my growth as a writer over the course of
the semester. My audience included my professor and peers who were familiar with the
assignments and class discussions. The context was an academic setting, with the expectation
of formal English and clear communication of ideas.

Week 4 Prompt:

Analyze the rhetorical situation of your Product Review essay.In my Product Review essay

the rhetorical situation required me to consider my audience, purpose, and context. The
audience was consumers interested in the product, the purpose was to provide an unbiased
evaluation of the product, and the context was a public forum where others could benefit from
my review.

Week 5 Prompt:

What have we done so far that has been helpful to your writing process? How might you apply
this helpful information or tool? What has been confusing/What would you like to spend more
time on? If the clarification/additional focus does not occur during class time, how will you
acquire the knowledge?

The peer-review sessions have been extremely helpful to my writing process. They have
provided me with different perspectives and valuable feedback that I might have overlooked. I
would like to spend more time understanding how to structure my essays more effectively. I plan
to seek out additional resources and tutorials on this topic outside of class

Week 6/7 Prompt:



To be completed after you have received feedback on your essay:
Analyze the rhetorical situation of your Lab Report Analysis essay. Include textual
detail to support your claims.

In my Lab Report Analysis essay, the rhetorical situation involved presenting my findings and
structural comparisons to an audience of peers and professors. My goal was to clearly explain
my thoughts and analysis conclusions about the lab reports in a way that was easy to
understand, while also maintaining the formal structure and language expected in a lab report
review.

Week 8 Prompt:

How are you using the labor log? Is it working for you? If yes, for what purposes? If not, why? In
either case, include at least one specific example.

I've found the labor log to be an effective tool for keeping track of my writing process. It helps
me understand how much time I'm devoting to each stage of the writing process and identify
areas where I may need to spend more time.

Week 9 Prompt:

What experience have you had working in groups before this class? How has the
group work we’ve done in this class been for you? What are you doing/will you do
to optimize your experience completing the collaborative project for this class?

Prior to this class, I had worked in groups in various settings. The group work in this class has
been a learning experience in terms of coordinating schedules, dividing work equitably, and
ensuring everyone has a clear understanding of the project goals. I plan to have regular
check-ins with my group to ensure everyone is on track.

Week 10 Prompt:

Analyze the rhetorical situation of your Technical Description. Include textual detail to support
your claims.

For my Technical Description, the rhetorical situation involved explaining the Dyson Ball Vacuum
Cleaner's technology to an audience likely unfamiliar with its inner workings. I aimed to break
down the technology into understandable parts, using clear language and detailed descriptions.

Week 13 Prompt:

Select one learning objective or one component of a learning objective. When,
where, and how have you learned it? How have you developed in this arena?



One learning objective I've focused on is developing a clear thesis statement. I've learned the
importance of this through various writing assignments and have made significant progress in
formulating concise, clear thesis statements that effectively guide my essays.

Week 14 Prompt:

What have you learned that has proved most useful to your composition process?

The most useful learning has been the importance of revision in the writing process. I've found
that my first draft is just the beginning and that refining and editing are key to producing a strong
final piece.


